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Colorful Tulips by Petr Kratochvil
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making demos



KC-Demo
1990 / KC87

OMG, It 
wasn’t me!!!1



Kassiopeia
2002 / Demo / (preview)

outch!

10 years later



intrinsic gravity
2014 / PC-Demo

outch!

10 years later



ouach

e.g. making demos

another 15 years...

This was sooo stressful! 
we didn’t even finished. 

But we released it.



ouach

e.g. making demos

fun

another 15 years...

This was so quick, 
easy ,and fun...



ouach

e.g. making demos

funtoo long
yes!
ouch

okay

wow
wow

meh
hmm

another 15 years...

Why can’t I repeat this?

YES!
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"The scariest moment is always 
just before you start." 

- Stephen King (On Writing)



catching ideas...
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inflection point



Getting ideas



Practice

something with...
a squirrel,
a unicorn,
rainbows,

and a dolphin!

uhoh... ahem... okay.

once upon a time 
there was a squirrel 
named harry...



write it down – A wiki works for me



references...
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“you can’t have enough references.”
gmunk



stealing vs. inspiration

good artists copy 
great artist...

booooring



Tutorials...



analyze and reconstruct...



when research meets procrastination... Pinterest!



From idea to 
project
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Keep adding and share with people



give it a name!
it’s not set in stone...

“earth”
“energie”

“fractal-stuff”

“square”
“intrinsic 

gravity”

“gravity”
“we-follow”



let it ripe

Wait a sec! This music 
would match that idea 
I had some years ago.



idiation
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How to design something, 
when I don’t know what I’m looking for?

?



?

Making demos is like fishing:
sometimes you catch something.





let there be fish



Creativity is not hereditary.



Brainstorm – but do it right!



always 
separate 

Divergent
thinking 

convergent
thinking 



Defer judgement!

...And then the dolphins 
could jump through 

amiga-donuts! But...



Fill whiteboards



ScriBble!



Diverge horizontally



patterns
Fo

rm
s

parameter Matrix



finding variations



blend random choices



combine randomly



on the back of the napkin



if it looks good, 
it’s no longer a bug.



use random-seeds



<insert live demo here>



getting in the flow
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get rid of white canvas 
as quickly as possible



Use whatever is available
Commercial music

Youtube-Videos (yes, ripping them)

Screenshots

Random textures



storyboards











start with the ends, 
then progress inwards



Last resort: 
reconstruct and build up material



Sean Connery and Rob Brown in Finding Forrester (2000)
© 2000 Columbia Pictures

What’s this?

Start typing that! 

Sometimes the rhythm of simply 
typing gets us from page one to page 
two. and when you begin to feel your 
own words – start typing them!



Sean Connery and Rob Brown in Finding Forrester (2000)
© 2000 Columbia Pictures

PUNCH THE KEYS FOR GOD’S SAKE!



when in fear of creating something for the bin: 
Switch the medium





Paint-Overs



Paint-Overs



Final cut



having a concept always helps



Focus!
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I sent you something to help 
you focusing finish your talk.



eating the frog first



pomodoro for the win
start



The usual stuff:
no email

no surfing

skype on do not disturb



making progress
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Conspire

(e.g. find a team)



weekly meetings are awesome!



A wiki helps



the marvels of modern technology:

GIT, Dropbox



chat (irc-channel?) with all 
git-commits and screenshots



Export often and frequently

(image sequences, animations, executables)



Rules don’t (necessarily) kill creativity

we-‐follow/
	  	  3d/
	  	  psd/
	  	  releases/
	  	  	  	  2014-‐11-‐23	  We-‐follow-‐v03.zip
	  	  	  	  2014-‐11-‐24	  We-‐follow-‐v04a.zip
	  	  references/
	  	  music/
	  	  screenshots/

Tooll2/
	  	  	  assets-‐we-‐follow/
	  	  	  assets-‐we-‐follow/
	  	  	  	  	  images
	  	  	  	  	  sound
	  	  	  	  	  3d
	  	  	  	  	  references

1. naming-conventions

2. versions-numbers are your friend

3.setup directory-structure at the beginning

You are so german...



Add Timestamp and version 



Celebrate Feedback

The concept is cool, 
but the colors suck.

Thanks! I know... I’m still 
working on the colors.



Learn to be kind

The concept is cool, 
but the colors suck.

Awesome concept, but 
the colors are not 

really my cup of tea...



Did i mention scribbles?



Talking to musicians

set strict duration

describe what’s going on

learn to discuss music

compare, describe,  explain

Respect their domain



tweaking
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Todo-lists on paper are awesome



Flip Horizontally



Flip Horizontally



SLow Playback

x 0.25



SLow Playback

+= 1/30-= 1/30



On our todo-List: Paint in annotations

e



Watch out for color-clamping



Check in fullscreen

Damn!



presentation & 
harvest
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discuss how to split eventual prices

why do we have to credit Him,if he 
never finished the effect anyway? HUh?



discuss how to split eventual prices

HUh?
Since we won because of the effect, 
I Should get more of the pricemoney.



discuss licences

Why?
I don’t think that anybody should use 

our stuff for commercial projects.



prepare release on all channels

tooll.io



harvest & share
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Share

explain, share source-codes, give talks



recap
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listen to critique 
(selectively)



why I make demos...

teamwork

deadlines

managable

release

party!

explorative



inner release cycle
(new version)

more,
better,
cooler,
cleaner



                       

inner release cycle
(new version)

inter release cycle
(next demo)

new stuff, less, better



Life
(next Project)

knowledge
experience



been there,
done that



life... is a journey

my gosh...
Am i that old?



Original foto (c) Enrico Grämer / Hans Wollny



why to start



the danger of setting the bar too high

How is this even 
possible?

“Numb Res” by CNCD



You don’t make demos to get famous.









THe demoscene has a tradition 
of welcoming and respecting newcomers

This is a First 
prod?  But how?



the entry is easier than ever.



Dating site – the demoscene way



You have nothing to loose,
(but time).



There are few things more valuable 
than stuff we made ourself.



The only way to learn make demos
is to release demos.


